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Swimming pools can quite comfortably be called the most trending attribute for modern day houses
and condominiums. These pools can easily become an area for entertaining, relaxing and even
exercising for some. However, in absence of regular maintenance the beauty and hygiene of your
pool will be severely hampered. Many technical features support the efficiency of beautiful
swimming pools. Some common mistakes and overlooking simple details might cost you more
money (due to repair) and mar the look and use of the pool. Here are some important details
regarding swimming pool maintenance.

Create a simple maintenance routine that encompasses checking on all the important aspects of the
pool. The most important point is to ensure there is a proper circulation system at hand to keep your
pool water fresh and sanitized at all times. The system should be checked in to once a week.
However, the circulation of the water should be in place for 10 hours or more per day.

This will ensure absence of stagnant water that can aid the growth of algae and harmful bacteria.
This causes a stench in the pool and with proper circulation; you will stop the problem even before it
occurs. Sometimes complicated structural designs of the pools can be a deterrent in effective
circulation throughout the pool. The result is a deposition of algae around these areas. It is
important to ensure a cleaning plan for the pool. You can choose to clean the drained pool twice or
thrice a week, depending on your convenience.

It is necessary to keep testing the pool water for proper Ph balance and chlorine content. The
frequency of circulation, number of users and the amount of chlorine used to treat the water are all
factors that influence the ultimate balance o the water and its chemicals. Testing the pool water
frequently and even taking regular samples to the dealer centers will help you keep your pool
healthy and safe.

The chemistry of the pool depends upon the variety of chemical ingredients that comprise the
maintenance plan of the pool. These include regular concentrations of chlorine and sanitizers. The
health of the pool water depends upon the concentrations of individual chemicals. While too much of
these chemicals might be debilitating to the skin of the users, too less might render the whole
purpose inconsequential.

The filtration of the pool is one of the most important points of a proper pool maintenance strategy.
Every pool has its own filter and it can be of many types (cartridge filter, DE filter or sand filter).
These filters need to be drained and cleaned regularly. They do not just assemble debris but also
work on collecting microscopic dust and impurities in the water.

Also, the filter needs to be cleaned frequently. You should avoid excessive backwash of the filters,
since that will only hamper with the productivity of the filters. You can know it is time to backwash
the filter when the water pressure in the filter reaches to about a range of 8-0 psi. The filters do not
extract oils or very miniscule debris, so it is important to backwash and pick out the debris from the
filter before reattaching it to the pool.
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Pierce - About Author:
For a pool service in CT, most a swimming pool companies in CT worth their salt will be able to do a
good job at pool maintenance accordingly to your needs.
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